
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Shannon Jackson 
The Life Coach For Covid 
Era Salutes ‘You’ With 

Inspirational Podcast 

Living Your Life 
without Limits  
ON FRESH RETURN FROM TOUR OF DUTY IN FRONTLINES EPICENTER HELPING NEW YORK’S 
CORONA STRUCK HOSPITAL WARDS, JOIN LIFE COACH, MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER AND 
COVID ERA PEOPLE’S NURSE, SHANNON JACKSON, FOR INSPIRATIONAL PODCAST ‘LIVING 
YOUR LIFE WITHOUT LIMITS’ WHERE SHE TURNS HEALTHCARE EXPERIENCE INTO LIFE 
CHANGING FAITH-BASED COACHING AND HEALING FOR OUR PANDEMIC TIMES 

(LOS ANGELES:  July 24, 2020) – Shannon Jackson, aka ‘The People’s Nurse’ and a prominent 

community Life Coach has made it her mission to help and serve others.  Also recognized as 

the ‘Life Coach for the Covid Era,’ Jackson is a Registered Nurse with a multi-faceted 

professional background in healthcare and wellness.   

Through her nursing experience, followed by ‘aha’ moments of there being more for her to do, 

she decided to channel her specialized caring to a broader audience; prompting the ultimate 

start-up of her timely podcast, Living Your Life Without Limits (LYLWL), which launched in 

January of this year and continues to reach people on a global scale.  This unique and all-

inclusive platform offers unlimited sharing from the proud host; a vast mix of soulful, deep 

insights and inspiration gained from her revered background in healthcare.  Jackson now 

continues to turn her amassed ‘insight wealth’ into a repurposed mission to pass along to 

others in her ongoing effort to help those in need. 

“My weekly wellness dose is here to help heal and overcome where needed.” 

https://www.livingyourlifewithoutlimits.com
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In every episode, Jackson describes real-world situations and offers actionable advice as she 

is joined by VIP guests with the intention of helping her listeners to enrich their lives.  With a 

focus on heartfelt and inspirational leadership and mentoring, her podcast offers 

quintessential life coaching for her audience to take from what serves them individually.  

Whether it is to elevate and help overcome struggles with uncertainty, depression, anxiety, 

sadness, loneliness, exhaustion or life fatigue.  The life coach, motivational speaker, thought-

leader, and now podcast host, continues to make a command performance impact on her 

loyal following.  Inspiring the lives of so many people by helping them to reach a higher 

spiritual level of life understanding.  It is her abundant and incessant quest to thrive on no 

lesser sharing.   
 

For the in-demand faith based speaker, “There is no reason for you to ever feel like you are on 

your own.  You have options.  My intimate podcast is a good place to start and I am here to 

help with your journey.”   
 

On tap for more real world situations, also recognized as ‘The Life Coach for the Covid Era,’ 

Jackson further shares on her podcast, LYLWL, about her recent return from a two-month ‘tour 

of duty’ in the frontlines epicenter helping New York’s Covid-19 hospital wards where she 

witnessed first-hand the pandemic’s effect on people from all walks of life and largely how 

the outbreak has challenged their mental wellness.   
 

An avid community advocate, Jackson most recently also completed her special hosted July 

4th event in Compton, ‘Street Love Celebration,’ where she was joined by entertainer and 

comedian, Larry ‘Lala’ Lanehart.  Sponsored by a local 7-Eleven, the festive scene included 

music, dancing, prizes and more fun inspired by the host; as social distancing guidelines were 

observed complete with free hand sanitizers and face masks for attendees.   
 

Everyone who cares about changing their life challenges into hope and brighter tomorrows 

needs to tune in to Jackson’s inspirational podcast, LYLWL, a must-listen – always on wellness 

point and infused in faith.  
 

LYLWL airs weekly on Saturdays at 9:00am through https://www.livingyourlifewithoutlimits.com/ 

podcast-media, and can be also found on YouTube, Spotify, Apple, and Facebook.  Further catch 

up on all the LYLWL excitement via Jackson’s Instagram page. 
 
 
 

# # # # 

https://www.facebook.com/livingyourlifewithoutlimits/videos/743571456184477
https://www.livingyourlifewithoutlimits.com/podcast-media
https://www.livingyourlifewithoutlimits.com/podcast-media
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdJqV9HEo1n2jQMk2Ju1wgw
https://open.spotify.com/show/1wafz30Lzpyv6MQ8tXEJGm?si=QaMgL-cjRdiiYYaW38v_bg
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/living-your-life-without-limits/id1494548837
https://www.facebook.com/watch/livingyourlifewithoutlimits
https://www.picuki.com/profile/livingyourlifewithoutlimits
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More About Shannon Jackson  
  

For almost 30 years, Shannon Jackson, RN, PHN, CLC, BSN, MAOM**, has built her Leadership 

and Mentoring reputation on gentle and effective caring; as further reflected through her life 

coaching, public speaking, entrepreneurship, and now as the host of her own motivational 

podcast, Living Your Life Without Limits.  She works hard in her diverse and many roles, 

committing herself on a daily basis to make an essential difference in people's lives.  

Throughout her distinguished career, she has accrued a variety of skills that empower her to 

uniquely provide healthcare well beyond the norm, setting a higher standard for those 

around her.  As a result of being a deep and profound motivational speaker, a true thought-

leader of our time focused on caregiving, that when faced with challenges, she encounters 

and overcomes them head-on with vigor and ferocity.  Her philosophy and core values are 

firmly based on accountability; making herself a prime example for anyone who is looking to 

thrive in their lives.  Next to her innovative LYLWL podcast and public speaking events, Jackson 

also has her own store bringing message-inspired items to her adoring fans:  

https://www.livingyourlifewithoutlimits.com/shop-1. 
 

** RN (Registered Nurse), PHN (Public Health Nurse), CLC (Certified Life Coach), BSN (Bachelor of Science in Nursing), 

MAOM (Master of Arts in Organizational Management) 

  

 
MEDIA CONTACT: 
Tany Soussana 
epiContent-TSGpr 
tany@epiContent.com 
310.633.4455 
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